Abstract. This article is about optimization of connecting rod wheeled robot, connecting rod wheeled robot platform can be well adaptive terrain, on regular ground velocity structure near wheeled platform. On the road barriers, independent walking mode switching, efficient obstacle. In this paper, the structural of connecting rod wheeled robot platform will be analysised, According to the strange phenomenon were analyzed and resolved, Its performance is optimized. It is proved by experiments that the conclusion of this paper.
Introduction
Robot in this paper is designed as a connecting rod type structure, this structure can achieve the control is simple and high efficiency of obstacle, but it exist strange phenomenon. The design idea is to the same side of the wheel in the same position through the passive joints [1] connecting them as shown in Fig 1 . The walking mechanism of connecting rod wheeled robot is connected to the connecting rod by a plurality of passive joint. The overall structure [2] of the four wheels as the walking mechanism robot as shown in Fig 2. The structure belongs to The parallel mode and has good stability.In structured terrain its effectiveness is equivalent to the ordinary wheel and the center of gravity is kept constant.The robot with the geometric structure dimensions as shown in Fig 3. The center of the front and rear wheels are Ofront and Oback,The wheel radius is R,The connection point of front wheel and the connecting rod is Pfront, The rear wheel and the connecting point of the connecting rod is Pback. Eccentricity is the distance from Pfront to Pback. Let Ofront-Pfront=Oback-Pback=a, The maximum height to Cross the barrier is R+2a.
Fig 3 geometric structure

Analysis of it strange phenomenon and the optimization scheme
The strange phenomenon [3, 4] is defined as: The wheels of robot occur the phenomenon of clamping as the connecting rod position abnormalities . As shown in Fig 4, the angle between the rod and the ground is (0 ,90 ) θ°°∈ ,The connecting rod is a rigid material, the distance between Connect points will remain unchanged, The motor will be blocked, Robots appear strange phenomenon. When the center point of the wheels and the connection point of the connecting rod and the wheels are in the same line. As shown in As shown in Fig 6. Arc HK is the circular arc to A as the center of a circle and the connecting rod MA as the radius. If the strange phenomenon will occur, The connecting rod was changed from MA to NA and The angle [5, 6] between the MA and NA is The centers of circles are 1 O , 2 O and 3 O , The connecting rod connect the three wheels at Q, W and E. This design will completely avoid strange phenomenon. Assuming that this design will appear strange phenomenon, also is only possible the 1 O , 2 O , 3 O ,Q,W and E are in the same line. This will be the three wheels are divided into two parts to analysis, as shown in Fig 8. The first part is wheel 1 O and wheel 2 O , Fig 8 Structure optimization analysis Through the conclusion of the strange phenomenon, the part of the connecting rod is bound to the QW in Fig 8 state . The second part is wheel 2 O and wheel 3 O , Similarly, This part of the connecting rod is bound to the WE state in Fig 8. The connecting rod is a bending state in Fig  8. It does not occur because the connecting rod is rigid. So this structure will completely avoid strange phenomenon.
Experimental analysis
Through the above theory to the robot, the robot system was implemented, with STM32 as the main control chip, the two aluminum alloy as The connecting rod. According to 6 DC motors and 3 L298N drive modules to achive the robot [7, 8, 9] .It climb obstacle (step) on the front and side views are shown in Fig 9 and 
Summary
This article has carried on the analysis to the strange phenomenon in the process of connecting rod wheeled robot，By improving the structure of the robot, completely avoid the strange phenomenon, enhance its stability; It will have great prospect.
